harder working spaces

Existing conference table received a
facelift with new laminate top.

Café space is comfortable and bright featuring a copper plumbing foot rail made by
Solomon, as well as custom graphics to highlight company brand and services.

specs
Corporate
New Hudson, MI
6,500 sq/ft

Colorful boundary screen provides visual
privacy between employees.

Solomon Plumbing
New and Used Boost Form and Function

1 floor
40 employees
solutions provided

When NBS was commissioned for a redesign of Solomon Plumbing’s corporate
offices, the challenge was twofold: create a space that reflects the organization’s

Space planning

brand—engaging, friendly and successful; and incorporate existing furniture into

Architectural products

the new plan in fresh ways.

Construction
Floorcovering

As a crucial first step in the process, NBS conducted programming services to gain

Furniture

user insight and gauge operational requirements. Instead of designing around an

Millwork
Audiovisual

established layout, we created a radically different space plan that provides not

Branding and graphics

just for current needs, but for future expansion as well. To maximize efficiency, NBS

strategic partners
Solomon Plumbing

Construction Solutions provided construction documentation and management.

Carpet Workroom

The new plan removed walls and raised the ceiling to create a more expansive,

Rose Moving & Storage

welcoming environment. NxtWall glass office fronts feature clean lines and can be

featured products

easily reconfigured for a changing office environment. Materials and furnishings—

Siren Barstool by Grand Rapids Chair

including a number of existing desks and casegoods—are used to literally and

Genus Seating by Highmark

visually differentiate interconnected work zones. One wall is covered in whiteboard

Standard Casegoods by Friant
View Series by NxtWall

paint for old school brainstorming with markers and erasers.

ClickShare by Barco
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Solomon Plumbing

A custom U.S. map makes a bold statement when you enter the building. The art is highlighted by industrial light fixtures created by
Solomon as a nod to the trade and to showcase their skills.

For a memorable tribute to the trade, there are custom fixtures
designed by NBS and fabricated by Solomon from industrial materials,
such as the galvanized metal plumbing in overhead lighting.
Incorporating unique graphics helps to reinforce their brand. There’s
a wall-size map to illustrate Solomon’s geographical reach, while an
undulating blue soffit presents their sub-brands and service lines.
Solomon is clearly positioned as capable and accomplished.

Benching workstations and open meeting area
support touchdown work and collaboration.

As in every other industry, the skilled trades are adapting to new
technology and a changing workforce. For Solomon, their corporate
office has become an important part of their overall business strategy
with a wow factor that boosts employee satisfaction.
More information about this organization can be found at
SolomonPlumbing.net

NxtWall glass fronts add light to private offices
and small enclaves for focus work.
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